What are
barefoot
shoes?

Why does going barefoot
make you feel so good?
Barefoot to a healthier you...

Barefoot to a
healthier you...

Move
naturally.

Barefoot feeling

What are barefoot shoes?

For whom does going barefoot make
sense?

The special thing about barefoot shoes:
You can enjoy the feeling of going barefoot while your feet are protected.

Essentially for anybody who is willing to
try and stick with it. You need to walk
or run barefoot regularly if you want to
achieve the mentioned results. A few
barefoot steps a day - say from the
couch to the fridge and back – are simply not enough.

leguano makes shoes that enable you
to use your natural range of motion with
minimal restrictions and experience the
pleasure of going barefoot. Enjoy that
barefoot feeling despite wearing shoes.
Whether you want to wear your barefoot
shoes with or without socks is completely up to you.

leguano barefoot shoes are available for
everybody and all age groups: children,
over-50s, athletes, couch potatoes,
nature lovers, workaholics and ordinary
people.

Advantages of
going barefoot:

Stabilises the
locomotor system

Secure footing
Upright posture
Relaxed, warm feet
Awareness of your body
Better stability
New pep in your step
Noticeable relief
of pressure on
knees, hips joints
and the spine

Stabilises the
muscles

Activates the toes
in motion

Boosts the
circulation

Strengthens the
foot muscles

Stimulates the reflex
zones on the feet

Naturally healthy feet
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Going barefoot makes you feel
good – but why?

The advantages of walking on
the balls of your feet

Going barefoot is natural: Our ancestors
went barefoot, some indigenous peoples
still go without shoes, and we all enter
this world barefoot. Our feet with their
26 bones and a multitude of muscles
and tendons are made for this very
purpose. In shoes, however, most of our
foot muscles are left inactive. The reason is the rigid sole of our shoes – like a
cast that restricts your feet’s range of
motion and keeps them more or less out
of action. This often leads to muscular
disorders. A fact that is simply accepted
as unchangeable by most people. The
solution: Go barefoot to a healthier you.

This natural way of walking absorbs any
shocks and impacts by striking with the
forefoot first.
Using the balls of your feet is a softer,
more elegant and more efficient way of
walking than landing on your heel first,
as all of the energy is transformed into a
forward motion.

Hallmarks of leguano barefoot shoes

super-comfortable
Made in Germany
ultralight

skidproof

flexible sole

leguanos are suitable for all kinds of activities and any surface – be it indoors, outdoors, on land or in the water. Be it for hiking, stand-up paddling, swimming in a lake,
housework or sports.

Testimonials

“Shoes should be healthy and feel as natural as possible.”
Janina K. from Scharbeutz
“I often lost my balance in normal shoes with orthotics and
suffered severe injuries due to falls. In my leguanos I can walk
very safely and I am happy to report that I have suffered no
more falls in the last two years.” C. K.
“We should take good care of our feet - after all they have to
carry us through life.” Heiko A. from Werne
“After six months in leguanos, I could walk upright without
assistance and feel the ground through my toes. I’m eternally
grateful for discovering leguanos.”
George V. K. from Trier

“I can easily walk 30 km in my leguanos without feeling any
pain at all. Three weeks ago that would have been completely
unthinkable.” Sabine S.
“Thanks to their flexibility these shoes give me more freedom of
movement and automatically put me on the balls of my feet while I am
playing table tennis. This optimum position is actively and perfectly
supported by leguanos. I am now a bit quicker and get the ball faster.”
Kristin Silbereisen –European Doubles Champion in Table Tennis 2016

Your first step to a new
sense of well-being.

Try it now:
Test our leguano
barefoot shoes
on our in-shop training
track.

Born From Evolution

